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Figure top left:
Warehouse in
Kückelheim, Germany

Figure top right:
Production and sales 
site in Ferlach, Austria

Figure bottom left:
Production and sales 
site in Hangzhou, China

Figure bottom right: 
Warehouse and sales 
site near Atlanta, USA

As an internationally expanding company, KettenWulf
represents quality, reliability and flexibility for more 
than 90 years. Since its foundation by the brothers 
Josef and Johannes Wulf in 1925 the company has 
been managed by the Wulf family.  

Starting out as a manufacturer of articulated chains, 
it developed over nine decades into a modern global
company whose heart and roots remain in the Sau-
erland region. More than 1400 employees develop, 
produce and distribute individual solutions in convey-
ing and drive technology at ten locations in Europe, 
America, Asia and Australia.

The core factory at Kückelheim not only houses the 
corporate headquarters but also the KettenWulf 
competence centre. This looks after customers 
worldwide regarding technical queries. 

With a production area of 30,000 m2 and approx. 550
employees, Kückelheim is the largest production site 
of the KettenWulf Group worldwide.

Offering top product quality, KettenWulf is your local 
strategic partner anywhere in the world. Whether in 
the Sauerland, in Hangzhou, Sydney, Toronto or 
Atlanta: With our global network we support you in-
ternationally. With global technical support and per-
sonal contact our employees support you all the way.

Trust, commitment and loyalty – those are the values
KettenWulf lives as a family-run company. As a medi-
um-sized enterprise our corporate structure is based 
on trust with strong personal relationships with both 
our customers and suppliers.
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Smooth production flow in the automotive industry 
primarily depends upon maximum machine uptime, 
equipment availability and minimal maintenance 
effort.

For decades notable vehicle manufacturers have uti-
lized KettenWulf drive and conveyor systems. OEMs 
and vehicle manufacturers trust KettenWulf, because 
we understand the needs and requirements of the 
automotive industry.

KettenWulf combines the expertise of each depart-
ment, from research & development, to production 
and assembly, in order to provide the best product 
tailored to your individual transport and conveying 
needs. Through our extensive experience and know-
ledge gathered from working with the automotive 
industry, we can provide innovatively, economically 
and ecologically responsible chain solutions. Our 
customers are already benefitting from the use of 
our low maintenance and lube-free technologies.

KettenWulf offers
innovative conveyor
chain technology for
all applications in the
automotive industry.

We are partners of the automotive industry
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Chains and sprockets for all conveyor 
processes in the automotive production

Chains for
cross transfer

Chains for 
longitudinal
transportation

Chains for submerged
body conveying

Chains for slat 
conveyor
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Cross transfer conveyors connect separate convey-
or lines, transferring the material laterally from one 
conveyor line to the next.

Cross transfer conveyors are commonly used in va-
rious areas of automotive production and connect 
individual production processes.

High reliability is essential to ensure a smooth and 
fast transition between production steps.

Cross transfer conveyor
in the paint shop

Chains for cross transfer
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Cross transfer chain applications

Cross transfer chains are often tailored to specific 
applications, and are commonly supplied with lube-
free chains. KettenWulf also has experience with the 
special circumstances surrounding automotive ma-
nufacturing, from forklift overtravel and drippings 
from the coating process, to using noise damping 
equipment in sound-sensitive areas, such as the as-
sembly area.

Illustration 1:
Lube-free cross 
transfer chain, 
160 mm pitch

Illustration 2:
Lube-free polymer
compound chain
with ball bearing
roller for cross
transfer lines
p=80 mm or 160 mm

Illustration 3:
Lube-free cross 
transfer chain, 
80 mm pitch

Illustration 4:
CC5-chain, 6“ pitch

Illustration 5:
Lube-free roller chain
for cross transfer
conveyor in body shop

Illustration 6:
Sprocket with noise 
dampening system
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Car bodies travel through several different production 
steps in an automotive plant such as grinding, pain-
ting and drying. Usually the car bodies are moved 
lengthwise with skids or support frames. Depending
on the client specifications, the chains are equipped 
with devices which are specifically designed to catch 
the skids or support frames and move them along.
Also, it is possible to engineer other special features
for your chain application:

» use special non-stick coatings on the chains,
» make the chains lubrication-free,
» implement accumulation top rollers for buffering,
» make the chains to withstand temperatures of up
 to 250 °C/482 F.

Accumulation chain
in the paint shop

Chains for longitudinal transportation
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Longitudinal conveyor – spray booth

To cope with the unique environment in a spray
booth, KettenWulf has developed solutions to make 
the production flow substantially smoother. For 
example, our chains can be equipped with profiled 
C-shaped carrier pieces, prism-shaped supports for 
a better transition or welded-on slats for protection 
against overspray. For easier cleaning, chains can be 
provided with a non-stick coating.

At high chain speeds our noise damping system will 
reduce the noise from the sprockets considerably.

Illustration 1:
Spray booth chain 
with outside 
mounted rollers

Illustration 2:
Spray booth chain 
with welded on 
top plates

Illustration 3:
Chain with prism-
shaped supports
(fixed side)

Illustration 4:
Spray booth chain
with sealed bearing 
rollers to minimize 
surging

Illustration 5:
Sprocket with noise 
damping system
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After coating, the car bodies are moved through an
oven, wherein the temperatures can reach up to
250 °C/482 °F.

For this application, oven chains are used to move
the skids or support frames with the car bodies to 
the oven. To compensate irregularities with the skid
positioning, these chains are very often supplied
with a fixed and a loose side.

Longitudinal conveyor – oven application

Illustration 1:
Oven chain with
inside mounted
rollers for fixed side

Illustration 2:
Equivalent oven
chain for loose side

Illustration 3:
Oven chain with
outside mounted
rollers for fixed side

Illustration 4:
Equivalent oven
chain for loose side

Illustration 5:
Lube-free oven
chain with mounted
top plates

Illustration 6:
CC5-chain

Oven chains are available in lube-free configurati-
ons, which are carefully engineered for the extreme 
temperature variations this process involves.
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Longitudinal conveyor – buffering

To compensate for different production figures of 
individual lines, conveyors for buffering are re-
quired. These buffering lines store the car bodies 
and are equipped with accumulation chains.

Such systems are very robust and therefore a 
costeffective alternative. Depending on the load, 
the high roller sequence can be chosen to meet 
your load requirements.

Illustration 1:
Lube-free accumu-
lation chain with high
roller and guide-wheel 
strip combination

Illustration 2:
Lube-free 
accumulation 
chain

Illustration 3:
Lube-free accumu-
lation chain with two
high rollers for skid
carriage

Illustration 4:
CC5-B chain with
high rollers
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Prior to the coating steps of the paint shop, the car 
bodies need to be chemically cleaned. During the 
pre-treatment they pass through several consecu-
tive dip tanks.

Afterwards, the first coating – the Cataphoretic Dip 
Paint – is carried out in another dip tank.

For both processes two different chain conveyor
systems are utilized:

» RoDip-conveyors
» Pendulum conveyors

Submerging of a car
body in a dip tank

Chains for submerged body conveying
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RoDip-conveyor

In the RoDip-system the chains are operated hori-
zontally and only have to pass through sprockets at 
the conveyor end for circulation.

The car bodies are moved through the dip tanks by 
rotation. For this, the RoDip chains are equipped 
with rotational supports to which the car bodies are 
locked with their individual rotary axles.

Illustration 1:
Rotation tunnel with
rotary axles and RoDip
chains at each end

Illustration 2:
Car body during
rotation

Illustration 3:
RoDip chain: 
At the rotation supports 
the load is carried by 
ballbearing support 
rollers

Illustration 4:
Low-maintenance
chain hinge with the
KettenWulf Sandwich-
Sealing System

Illustration 5:
Rotation support rollers

Illustration 6:
Return sprocket for
RoDip-system
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Pendulum conveyor with return arches
Pendulum conveyor chains for return arches have
outside-mounted rollers with ball-bearings, which
run in U-profiled track systems. These chains are
not driven by sprockets, but by means of a caterpillar
chain.

Pendulum conveyor with sprockets
In this type of application the pendulums are fixed
to the pendulum chain. The chain is returned using
a sprocket system. Specifically engineered sprockets
from KettenWulf are used particularly in such con-
veyors. These engineered sprockets have many ad-
vantages over ordinary sprockets since changing a 
rim or a tooth gap insert saves both costs and de-
creases down time.

Pendulum conveyors

Illustration 1:
Pendulum conveyor
chain in the pre-
treatment system

Illustration 2:
Sprocket with 
exchangeable
tooth gaps

Illustration 3:
Pendulum conveyor
chain in the
Cataphoretic
Painting dip tank

Illustration 4:
Pendulum conveyor
chain with rollers
located at the middle
of the chain pitch

Illustration 5:
Pendulum conveyor
chain with rollers
located over the chain
bushings

Illustration 6:
Lube-free pendulum
conveyor chain
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Lube-free and low-maintenance pendulum chains

The chain hinges of a pendulum chain can be built 
in a lubrication-free or low-maintenance configura-
tion. Due to the harsh environment caused by the 
pretreatment chemicals and the cataphoretic paint, 
the chain hinges of low-maintenance chains must 
be protected with our patented Sandwich-Sealing 
System. This system shields the grease in the pin and 
bushing areas from infiltration of chemicals or paint 
and thus allows for longer relubrication intervals.

Moreover, the Sandwich-Sealing System not only
protects the chain hinges and reduces grease con-
sumption, but also improves your painting results
considerably since there is less debris in your sys-
tem. Lube-free chains are properly sealed by the 
Sandwich-Sealing System to allow for a smooth 
chain operation. No lubrication is required.

Illustration 1:
Sandwich-Sealing
System with interior
lip sealing

Illustration 2:
Relubrication system
with the Sandwich-
Sealing System

Illustration 3:
Sandwich-Sealing
System for lube-free
chains

Illustration 4:
Lube-free chain
with the Sandwich-
Sealing System
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Slat conveyors are used for transportation of car bo-
dies on skids for assembled vehicles in several parts 
of an automotive plant:

» Body Shop
» Final Assembly
» Finishing and Fluid Filling
» Water Test
» Waxing

For slat conveyors, primarily lube-free chains are 
used due to accessibility issues, lower maintenance 
effort, and less contamination caused by old grease, 
such as waste water from the water of water test 
conveyors.

Double-strand 
slat conveyor
in a finishing line

Chains for slat conveyors
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Slat conveyors – body shop

In this department the car bodies are moved with
skids or support frames. A relubrication of the chains
is especially problematic in this application since
abrasive grinding dust is swept into the chain hinges
by the oil from the lubricator. Therefore, KettenWulf 
has developed specific lube-free slat conveyor 
chains, which also use the patented KettenWulf 
Sandwich-Sealing System for smoothly operating 
chains.

Illustration 1:
Sandwich-Sealing
System for lube-free
chain executions

Illustration 2:
Chain hinge with the
Sandwich- Sealing
System in a conveyor
with grinding dust
exposure

Illustration 3:
Lube-free double-
strand chain with
outside mounted
rollers

Illustration 4:
Chain hinge with
flanged rollers and
the Sandwich-Sealing
System after several
years of grinding
dust exposure

Illustration 5:
Lube-free double-
strand chain with
inside mounted
rollers
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In the fluid filling area, the chains can be protected 
against spills and debris by coatings and sealing sys-
tems. Lubrication-free technology is also available.

For ergonomic reasons, in this section of the plant,
it is usually necessary for staff and equipment to
move along with the vehicles. This is why the slat
conveyors can have a width of up to 4m/12ft.

Slat conveyors – finish area, fluid 
filling and final product inspection

Illustration 1:
Slat conveyor with
4m/12ft. wide slats
in finishing area

Illustration 2:
Two double-strand
chains in combination
with two single-strand
chains

Illustration 3:
Slat conveyor in the
finishing area and
fluid filling, with staff
standing on the
conveyor

Illustration 4:
Installation of 
doublestrand 
chains in a new
automotive plant

Illustration 5:
Double-strand
conveyor in final
product inspection
line

Illustration 6:
Double-strand
conveyor chain 
with mounted
wheel carrier
plates
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Slat conveyors – final assembly

Requirements are toughest in final assembly lines 
where the conveyors usually are the longest and 
experience high level wheel loads. To cope with the 
given conditions, KettenWulf designs and engineers 
special conveyor chains according to the requested 
specifications.

Illustration 1:
Automatic wheel
assembly with
double-strand chain;
vehicles standing
on their own wheels
for the first time

Illustration 2:
Double-strand chain
with wide slats
for twin wheels

Illustration 3:
Finishing line with a
shaft distance of 173m,
conveyor speed
0,8m/min

Illustration 4:
Double-strand chain
with mounted carrier
plates
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After final assembly and water test some vehicles
pass through the protection area for wax coating
to protect them for overseas shipping. KettenWulf
lubrication-free technology ensures a high process-
safety since the conveyor chains can operate 
without being impacted by external factors.

Due to contact with washing water, the conveyor
chains for Water Test Conveyors are primarily made 
of stainless steel. Ideally, these chains should be 
lube-free and equipped with the Sandwich-Sealing 
System and sealed rollers to avoid contamination of 
the washing water with lubricants.

Slat conveyors – water test, 
vehicle washing & conservation

Illustration 1:
Vehicles entering
the water test

Illustration 2:
Slat conveyor
chain with slats
sliding on tracks

Illustration 3:
Vehicles leaving
the water test onto
the finish line

Illustration 4:
Double-strand chain
with outside mounted
rollers and wheel
carrier pieces

Illustration 5:
This slat conveyor 
chain in the conserva-
tion area is operated 
in intervals with a 
speed of up to 40m/
min. The sprockets 
are equipped with 
the KettenWulf noise 
damping system

Illustration 6:
Double-strand chain
with anti-skid surface
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Slat conveyors – water test, 
vehicle washing & conservation

Sprockets are a decisive factor in the capability and 
service life of every chain system. KettenWulf there-
fore produces its own sprockets to ensure the high 
quality of all products. Our product range covers in 
addition to sprockets in all DIN gearings also indivi-
dual solutions with optimal tooth shapes and
wheel sizes. 

Using high quality heat-treated tempered steel we 
set quality standards for wear-resistant sprockets 
and drive components.

Assembly of drive
shaft and sprocket 

Sprockets for complete 
drive systems
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Figure 1:
Sprocket with 
bolted-on tooth shells

Figure 2:
Sprocket with 
intermediate gap 
for welded chain 
reinforcement tube

Optimum tooth shape for all designs

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

We supply the corresponding sprockets for all chains. 
In addition to sprockets with DIN gearing sprockets 
with optimised tooth shapes and milled surfaces can 
also be produced on our CNC machines. Designs in 
high quality materials with tempered and additio-
nally inductively hardened teeth are part of our stan-
dard product programme.

Our production range covers all designs of sprockets, 
such as sprockets with single and double sided hub, 
divided sprockets, sprockets with bolted on segments 
or tooth shells, shear-pin sprockets, pinion sprockets 
and noise-attenuated special sprockets as well as 
hardened drive and tensioning wheels for chain 
bucket elevators without gearing.

Figure 3:
Sprocket with
special gearing for 
forged link chains

Figure 4:
Double sprocket for 
block plate chain

Figure 5:
Drive wheel without 
gearing for bucket 
elevator chain

Figure 6:
Drive shaft fully 
assembled with 
sprockets

Figure 7:
Sprocket with 3-part 
sprocket wheel and 
lightening holes

Figure 8:
Sprocket with double 
sided screw-on noise 
attenuation elements
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Melanie Kayser 
Marketing , Germany

Gottfried Weigl
Production, Austria

Nothing Moves Without Us

www.kettenwulf.com
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Contacts worldwide

www.kettenwulf.com

KettenWulf Betriebs GmbH
Zum Hohenstein 15
D-59889 Eslohe-Kückelheim
Germany
T + 49.(0) 2973.801 0
F + 49.(0) 2973.801 228
service@kettenwulf.com

KettenWulf GmbH
Division Ferlacher Förderketten
A-9163 Unterbergen 25
Austria
T + 43.(0) 4227.25 27
F + 43.(0) 4227.35 94
austria@kettenwulf.com

Hangzhou Wulf Chain Co. Ltd.
40 Tangning Road, Yunhe Town
Yuhang District
311102 Hangzhou
P.R. of China
T + 86.(0) 571.861 899 00
F + 86.(0) 571.861 899 50
china@kettenwulf.com

KettenWulf, Inc.
322 Thornton Road
Suite 101
Lithia Springs, GA 30122
United States of America
T +1.(0) 678.433 02 10
F +1.(0) 678.433 02 15
usa@kettenwulf.com

KettenWulf
Representative Office Poland
ul. Ogrodowa 34 B\ 4
PL-65-001 Zielona Góra
Poland
T + 48.(0) 68.325 43 37
F + 48.(0) 68.325 43 37
poland@kettenwulf.com

KettenWulf Betriebs GmbH
A-104, Samarth Carina,
Near Aditya Birla Hospital,
Thergaon
Pune-411033
India
M + 91.(0) 98.905 031 64
india@kettenwulf.com

KettenWulf Betriebs GmbH
Liaison Office Turkey
Varyap Meridian Grand Tower 
A-Block No: 58
34746 Atasehir - Istanbul
Turkey
T +90.(0) 216.510 47 94
F +90.(0) 216.510 47 94
turkey@kettenwulf.com

KettenWulf Pty Ltd
Level 6, 8 Spring Street  
Sydney NSW 2000
Australia
T +61.(0)2 8296 0498
F +61.(0)2 8296 0411
australia@kettenwulf.com

KettenWulf NV
Venecoweg 22A 
De Prijkels E17
B-9810 Nazareth
Belgien
T + 32.(0) 9.243 73 80
F + 32.(0) 9.221 56 03
belgium@kettenwulf.com
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KettenWulf Canada Inc.
480 University Avenue  
Suite 1500
Toronto, ON M5G 1V2
Canada
T +1.(0) 416.598 70 72
canada@kettenwulf.com


